
The Black Valise

the note arrived as i was taking a late breakfast at my mid-
town dwelling near Ramsey Park. Clive, my trusted aide, set 
down his glass of brandy, rose from the mahogany chair he 
habitually occupied, and strode to the door, returning shortly 
with a small sage-colored envelope. “For you, sir.”

looking up from The Daily Liar i took the missive in hand, 
instantly recognizing the gold-leaf ensign as the intrepid mark 
of the Knights. with feigned indifference — for in that day the 
receipt of such favors was as common as sleep — i casually laid 
it aside, and attempted to resume reading. yet my thoughts, 
now fantastical, burned upon the mysterious card. suppressing 
the urge to dive into its secrets, lest Clive, whose mind was 
as incandescent as the ball of fire that fueled it, detect in my 
solicitude some peculiar business, i solemnly pledged, “this 
time i will show some restraint.” and so i returned to the tale 
i had seized upon before being plucked away by the portent of 
some great revelation.

and what a story it was. a common laborer of wickham, 
a man of middle years, was reported to have found a valise 
containing some $10,000 in ready cash, the entire sum of 
which he turned over to the local constabulary. upon eyeing 
the treasure, the unbelieving flunky at the precinct called for 
his superior, one lieutenant Canning, who set about gathering 
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the improbable facts of this most remarkable find. as told, the 
case was discovered amidst the battered lunch pails of the 
Corduroy brigade at a public works site in south wickham. 
thinking it out of place, the unsuspecting spademan picked 
it up, and sensible of its heft, peered into its bowels. what he 
saw nearly cost him his eyesight. he immediately shut the bag, 
and without telling a soul, abandoned his digger and walked 
the short distance to the nearest cop shop, placing the rich 
load in the arms of the law.

what had passed in the mind of the worker betwixt the 
discovery and the deposit would be the subject of much specu-
lation — for the deed itself was among the most sublime acts 
of foolish honesty in living memory — but other facts served 
to place that question a little in the shade. within the lining 
of the case a card was found bearing the name of ludlow & 
Fitch, the Filburn insurance firm that had reported the loss 
of $10,000 just three months prior. suspicions settled on the 
firm’s head of security, who was promptly terminated but never 
formally charged with the crime. his disappearance shortly af-
ter his dismissal all but confirmed his guilt in the minds of the 
public, a verdict the officers at ludlow & Fitch were loath to 
overrule. and now the money had turned up without a dollar 
missing. only the miracle performed by the worker who found 
it was more baffling.

even the dullest reader of the dreariest rag could not help 
but anticipate the matter of the reward. and it was precisely 
this that not only dropped every jaw in wickham, but turned a 
tale of plain virtue into one of the most outlandish pranks ever 
played on a credulous public. For his pains, the “most honest 
fool in Christendom” received a crisp ten-dollar note and a 
letter of measured praise from the grateful officers of the firm.

setting the paper aside, i briefly nourished the vision of a 
surly mob marching on Filburn, threatening to torch the of-
fices of ludlow & Fitch and lynch the bosses. i then turned to 
the little envelope before me. was this mere coincidence? For 
ever since my initiation into the mysteries of the iron Rhombus, 
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any report of the unlikely, the ludicrous, or the inexplicable in 
res humanae led me to instantly suspect the hidden hoof of 
those Masters of the Preposterous — the long Pagan Knights. 
and to receive word from one of their tribe at precisely this 
hour? ‛twas passing strange.

My reverie was broken by Clive, who in his steady brown 
voice asked, “May i bring you something from the attic, sir?”

“From the attic?” i puzzled. “why, no.”
“then perhaps something from the potting shed?”
“Now Clive, what would i want from the potting shed?”
“well, sir,” he calmly intoned, “you may find me in the garden 

blowing a cloud.” upon the word he turned to exit, dipped into 
his vest for a match, and withdrew to the ivy with pipe and pouch.

No sooner had he departed then it struck me. on the two 
previous occasions Clive had handed me a note from the 
Knights i abruptly sent him on a fool’s errand: once to the 
attic, and indeed, once to the shed, so that i might greedily 
devour the contents without delay or detection. it wasn’t that 
i distrusted the old boy; he had long been my homme de confi-
ance in matters great and small. but this was different; this 
soared above the level of trust one might bestow on even a 
sifted friend; this demanded extraordinary care. of such a na-
ture were the affairs of the Knights that the least misstep, the 
slightest indiscretion, might foil the boldest enterprises of the 
age and snuff out the golden torch of a generation.

Clearly, Clive was no fool, nor would he suffer to be thought 
one. i kicked myself for having cast light where i had sought 
shade, but could not take him into my bosom — nor would he 
ever seek admittance — yet i never again on like occasion sent 
him to fetch a flannel hammer.

these musings were quickly banished. as soon as i heard the 
door close i snatched up the letter and repaired to the study. 
seated at my bureau, i withdrew an ivory-handled blade from 
the middle drawer and carefully carved open the seal. the 
card therein bore the scent of sandalwood, the significance of 
which — if it were more than mere fancy — i knew not. the 
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note itself was hand-written in magenta ink, which jumped off 
the pearly page like blood on porcelain. it read as follows:

If convenient please join me this afternoon at the 
Four of Diamonds. I have some business in hand I 
believe you will find of interest. Let us say 3 o’clock.

seldom did so few words work to so great effect. i instantly 
pulled out my ticker to check the time — 11:30. taking a deep 
breath, i passed out of the study into the sitting room, read 
the card once more, placed it back in the sleeve, then tossed 
it upon a glowing log in the fireplace. as the destruction of all 
correspondence was a chief tenet of the Knights’ Creed, i re-
mained before the blaze, poker in hand, until the immolation 
was complete. this rite would be performed over and again, 
but my pulse never failed to race as the gold leaf, as if to mock 
nature, turned to a glowing green.

having informed Clive of my departure, i put on a worn top 
coat (for it was unseasonably cold), clutched my cane, and beat 
a path down Chatham street, consumed with the nature of this 
latest summons. as the hansom i had hailed wheeled through 
town my thoughts turned to the mystery of the money bag and 
the prospect of the Knights’ involvement. these ruminations 
were interrupted by the coachman.

“will you be needing a lift home, sir?”
“i can’t truly say at present. better not count on it.”
“Just as you please, sir.”
stepping from the conveyance i reached for my keys, crossed 

the road, and entered my place of business. i would call it a law 
firm, but i had long been the sole mouthpiece, and there was 
little firm about the practice. For five years i had occupied the 
small property on luther street, just a block from Mansfeld 
hall. one of the two rooms served as an office, the other as a 
study, or for refreshment, depending on the mood, company, 
and hour. on this day i found my assistant, Miss adderly, seated 
at my desk, taking notes from a casebook. she looked startled at 
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my appearance, as if discovered en déshabillé. “good morning, 
Mr. Reynolds. i was just on my way to the study…”

before completing these hasty lines, she was on her feet, 
gathering books, papers, and pens. with more mirth than pity, 
i interjected, “actually, it’s ‘good afternoon,’ Miss adderly, 
but i can see you’re absorbed in your work…still pressing the 
Richmond case?” with this she began to steady herself, and 
lifting her judicious load from the desk, made her way to the 
adjacent room, avoiding all contact with my eyes.

“yes, the Richmond case. one of his creditors was here not 
more than an hour ago. he wanted to discuss his claim against 
our client…i mean your client.”

having grown accustomed to her unusual gift for the faux pas, 
i was not in the least disturbed by this latest misstep. i couldn’t 
decide what was more charming, the self-assertion beneath the 
error or her embarrassment at its detection. Fully aware that the 
poor creature was cringing in the study, i broke the silence with 
a business-like reply. “have him submit the offer in writing, then 
contact Mr. Richmond and inform him thus. if he agrees to the 
terms, that’s one less bee in my bonnet… i mean our bonnet.”

these last words landed just as my chastened administra 
raised her face to mine. Never did rose bloom so quickly, nor 
thorn give way to guileless art. the faint smile, the sanguine 
cheek, the oblique glance of a moistening eye. it lasted but an 
instant, yet the impression was indelible: for the first time i 
knew what it was to look upon the face of a saint. i have since 
held it among the highest duties of religious art to faithfully 
render that transcendent expression.

without a word, Mary adderly cleared the remaining items 
from the desk and returned to the study. there was something 
vaguely triumphant in her carriage as she made a final pass 
across the room. given the rarity of women in the profession 
she was something of a tulipe noire, and it was not without 
some hesitation that i agreed to take her on as a clerk. the 
few colleagues i deigned to associate with liked to credit this 
unorthodox arrangement to her evident fair looks, while others 
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whispered far worse. though lacking in experience, she would 
in time prove herself right worthy of my patronage. My sour 
looks soon put an end to all loose talk about our association; 
this, and the stern admonishment of lord Moberly, that high 
priest of the bar, who could bear salacious gossip no better 
than an inferior scotch.

at the time of the awkward moment in the office, Mary had 
been in my employ but three months, and it was the first time 
i veered from a strictly professional line. and as she came to 
gain a sense of my habits and methods, so too did she appear 
to register the true import of my banter. the change was 
slight, for i had seen her steadily grow in confidence as she 
struggled for mastery over the arcana of the law. yet from that 
day forward she was closer to a partner than a clerk. in time, 
additional details of the practice would fall into her hands, as 
i gradually withdrew myself from a profession i had always 
regarded more as a hobby than a trade.

after a moment pondering the aesthetics of innocence, 
my mind turned to the impending rendezvous at the Four of 
diamonds. which of the Knights would be there? and why the 
Four of diamonds, a notorious silver-hell in New westerton, a 
district known to moralists and sinners alike as the Forbidden 
Zone? eventually i would take little notice of the times and 
places i was summoned in service of the Knights, but at this 
stage in my novitiate, it was with some trepidation that i con-
templated traversing those crooked streets in naked daylight. 
Not that i was overly guarded of my reputation, for in a town 
where most of the known faces had some sin to hide, it was 
hardly necessary to religiously conceal one’s own.

with still an hour to pass before making my way uptown, i 
went through the week’s correspondence, answered a few que-
ries, and browsed the Financial Register for the latest on the 
Camden Valley stock swindle that had rocked the markets for 
months. three days before the great smash i received a letter 
from a former client whom i had successfully defended in a libel 
suit six months prior. it contained four fatal lines.
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Beware the Bubble. He who hesitates is lost. All that 
glitters is gold. Burn this.

this cryptic message was clear to me at once, for my client 
was an avid gamester at the National Casino, and had given 
me golden counsel on more than one occasion. this last tip 
involved a public issue for the massive Camden Valley dam 
Project, a stock that had doubled and split within eight weeks 
of the initial offering. Rumors of watering and other irregulari-
ties slowed its spike, but the thirst for ready and portly gains 
left caution in the dust, and those who warned of “fissures in 
the dyke” were mocked as constant fools. i had nearly buckled 
myself but was re-edified by a friend at treasury who assured 
me of the stock’s “structural integrity.” even the King had 
shares, i was told, and he wasn’t bailing out.

with this royal advice i decided to swim a little longer, but 
it was not a week later that i received the dire cryptogram 
warning of an imminent bust. that very day i unloaded 
Camden Valley near its peak of 128½, sunk the tidy profit 
into gold certificates, and moved the rest of my holdings into 
the bond market. the next day the stock dropped to 121¼. 
when trading resumed the following day, there was a slight 
up-tick to 123, and then around noon it began its fatal de-
scent: 118, 112…108. the market as a whole soon followed, 
for many of the nation’s leading concerns were tied to the 
Project. as word spread through the financial district and 
beyond, a sense of panic, unlike anything seen in a genera-
tion, unnerved the city. locusts of investors descended on 
Kent street in an effort to unload depreciated stock, while 
desperate brokers labored in vain to cover their margins. 
with the bulls in full retreat the moment of truth came in 
mid-afternoon, when news broke that the bank of Fairfax, 
the leading shareholder in Camden Valley, had dumped half 
its holdings. in a matter of minutes the price of “those dam 
shares” dropped from 98 to 46 as panic turned to hysteria 
and bargains went begging for buyers. when the pogrom was 
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over, CVd was a battered orphan at 32. the market itself 
had lost nearly a third of its value.

i will not detain the reader with an account of what followed 
that dark day, for all who survived it are familiar with the story. 
the grand Committee formed by the Premier to investigate 
the scandal suspected a deliberate plot to inflate the price of 
Camden stock, and in turn the stock of other contracting firms in 
which the board of directors at Fairfax had a substantial interest. 
Predictably, cherchez le banquier became the dernier cri. on 
the surface it was a plausible charge, particularly to a public that 
rarely missed an opportunity to froth and foam at the Money 
Power. Neither soothing words from his Majesty nor calls for 
calm from the Ministry served to abate the popular howl. Not 
even the revelation that Jack danby, “the People’s tribune,” had 
speculated in Camden Valley dampened the public clamor for 

“justice,” that is, for the scalps of those responsible.
while in no way implicated in “the bankers’ Plot,” i did 

feel some vague murmurings of conscience at having reaped 
in the very fields where countless others had felt the grim 
edge of the scythe. and as the dead and the maimed were 
being stacked like cordwood, i couldn’t help but relish the 
sprightly play of serendipity and marvel at the inscrutable 
workings of the supernal hand — pardoning here, condemn-
ing there, dooming this one, saving the other. in any event, i 
was grateful for having been spared…and damn glad to have 
the money.

the sweep of the clock past two scattered these thoughts 
to the wind, for it was time to make my way to the appointed 
spot. i bade Miss adderly farewell and began the rather con-
siderable trek to New westerton. on another day i might have 
taken a coach, but walking was my principal form of exertion, 
and i rather enjoyed strolling the motley sprawl of the city. i 
did so now with heightened senses, observing with greater care 
the whirl of the streets against the steady backdrop of brick, 
stone, and glass. a few encounters with the Knights had taught 
me the value of a working knowledge of antium, “the city of 
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kites and crows,” as the wags liked to say. Certainly there was 
no shortage of moral carrion in the Forbidden Zone.

i entered the district heading south on st. Vincent Place, a 
street lined with lush dives, gambling cribs, and houses of civil 
reception. it wasn’t as bad as memory had framed it, though far 
from a pretty picture. in essence the district was little different 
from the glittering playgrounds of the tiara-clad darlings and 
titled cavaliers, but in outward form no more like dross to gold. 
No doubt vice is vice, but does it not lose half its ugliness when 
graced with beauty and trimmed with wit? true, one may not, 
without contradiction, speak of “beautiful sins,” and yet it seems 
reasonable to presume that the grand architect himself is a 
man of taste, and that our carnal transgressions reek somewhat 
less in his nostrils when perfumed, ribboned, and whispered en 
français. the earth itself cries out — god is beauty!

i spied the Four of diamonds as i crossed over the river 
that divides the district. here tidy shops and places of honest 
trade grow thin, while merchants of vice flourish like weeds. i 
mumbled a preemptive prayer as i opened the blood-red door, 
knowing full well what to expect from a visit some months 
before. Nothing had changed. it was like entering a cave on 
a bright day, save for the smoke, voices, and tinkling piano. 
as my eyes adjusted, i recognized what appeared to be the 
doorman. he didn’t say a word, nor did i, as he passed down a 
narrow hall and drew back a red velvet curtain. “enjoy yourself, 
sir. and no trouble.” it was the same greeting i had received 
on the prior occasion. as the veil dropped behind me, i beheld 
a world of dice, drink, and wounded humanity. the main room 
was a large half-circle, with gaming tops arranged in an oval at 
the center. along the circumference were a number of booths 
and tables for drinking, scheming, and spinning yarns of dubi-
ous authenticity. the bar ran along the back, where Jacks and 
Jills baptized the faithful with the water of life.

the room was thinly populated, most of the tables of 
chance dormant, and at the lush bins sat an array of sharps 
and flats, some alone, others huddled together over a cup of 
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their favorite vice. i proceeded around the tables, demure as 
a church mouse, but sensible of the strangeness of it all, and 
of being eyed for the stranger i was. My thoughts were sin-
gular: avoid notice and locate my man. i had hesitated before 
entering…i was a dime early. it might be prudent, i reasoned, 
to get the lay of the land in the event i was asked to execute 
some task ex tempore. i determined to drop anchor where i 
had best vantage, two decks down from the end of the line. 
From my perch i could view the length of the bar, most of 
the tops, and the velvet portal that served as an entrance. Just 
above, a wooden rail circled the outer edge of the top floor, 
where sins of a more stark and mortal hue were gilded and 
sold. the kerosene lamps, mounted on posts and dispersed 
about the room’s periphery, emitted just enough light to dis-
tinguish the crude lineaments of a man. only at the gaming 
boards, where additional lighting scrutinized those who would 
control fortune, could more distinct features of habiliment, 
countenance, and decay be observed.

there was no straight sign of a familiar face, the only one i 
had hoped to find. in a tick or two a barmaid emerged from 
behind the stick with a fist full of tankards in each hand. “Right 
with you, sir.” as a rule i shunned tippling before five, but want-
ing to blend in (having dressed down a peg for the purpose) set 
upon sampling the local vintage. “one gin and soda, on its way.”

adjusting to the scenery, i made another sweep of the room. 
there were a few rats at the rail, one alone nearest me, clearly 
a soul in soak. off to my left were three men seated behind the 
baize, taking a spin on the wheel of ixion. Roulette was one of 
the few irrationalities i had allowed myself over the years: one 
didn’t have to think, count cards, or play for high stakes. and 
there was something charming about the blurred circle, the 
rouge et noir, the fickle white pill of destiny. two of the men at 
the wheel were talking while placing counters on the board, one 
observing the whirling disk with great intent, the other, a younger 
man, seemingly indifferent to it all. i didn’t recognize him, but he 
was closest in age to the Knights, who were then all under thirty.


